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ANGELA R. STEWART DESIGN, INC.
This is Fred Ball for Zions Bank, speaking on business.
While studying at Boise State University, Angela Stewart was majoring in computer science. However, she
realized working in a cubicle didn't appeal to her, and as a computer programmer she would miss interacting
with people, so she began studying graphic design. After graduating from BSU with a graphic design degree,
she decided to use her skills and experience to start her own business and launched Angela R. Stewart Design
in 2002.
Located in Boise, Angela R. Stewart Design offers a wide range of creative solutions for business owners, from
logos, stationery, brochures and packaging to food and specialty product photography. The company also
provides Web site design and development. Angela tells me her business is geared to help its clients access the
services they need when they need them. Angela does her best to tailor services to fit a person's specific needs
and budget. She also handles all the calling and design work herself.
One of Angela's favorite parts of her business is a vintage 1920s Chandler & Price letterpress that prints the
old-fashioned way by pressing metal type and magnesium plates into the paper to create a tactile
impression. The press can be used to print wedding invitations, coasters, note and business cards and
envelopes.
One of the things that makes Angela R. Stewart Design unique is the wide range of styles and designs it offers.
Sometimes clients approach Angela with an idea of what they want, and she helps them define what they're
looking for. She likes to think of her business as offering a modern twist on standard services.
Angela hopes to see her company continue to expand. She finds great joy in helping someone grow their
business and eagerly anticipates having new clients and new problems to solve in the most creative way
possible.
For Zions Bank, I'm Fred Ball. I'm speaking on business.
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